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This paper deals with the development of a W-band noise-adding radiometer which combines the millimeter-wave (MMW)
radiometric measurements with a high-resolution imager. The offset parabolic antenna is presented to achieve an accurate
measurement and a high resolution. To reduce the cross-polarization level of the antenna, a multimode feed horn with a multistep
structure is proposed to match the focal region fields of the reflector. It has advantages over the corrugated horns in lower mass
and easier manufacturing. In addition, due to an unavoidable settling time for the noise-adding radiometer output signal passing
through the low-pass filter, a theoretical criterion for the optimumduty cycle determination to reject extraneous contributions from
the transient is proposed in this paper. The appropriate duty cycle threshold is 0.33 for the developed W-band radiometer. Also,
a geometric correction method is presented to correct the obtained passive image suffering from a distortion for a better image
interpretation. Preliminary experimental results are given to illustrate and verify the presented techniques.

1. Introduction

Due to the advantages of passive and convert operations and
smog penetration, the MMW radiometer systems are often
used for short to mid-range observations and detections in
surveillance, reconnaissance, and target tracking on seekers
or unmanned aerial vehicle platforms [1, 2]. A similar appli-
cation is the improved surveillance and protection of sensitive
infrastructures of nuclear power plants or mass events [3, 4].
It is also employed for remote sensing of volcanic terrain
at active lava domes in almost all weather conditions from
ground-based survey points [5]. In the above applications,
MMW sensors interact with scenario where they operate and
take autonomous decisions, which are made based on their
perception of the surroundings. It is essential to measure
the radiation of the objects and the operation environment
accurately to evaluate the performances of theMMWsensors.
As the ceramic weapons and the plastic explosive cannot be
detected by conventional metal detection techniques, MMW
radiometric imaging is increasingly being seen for personnel
screening applications [6, 7]. And an accurate radiometric
measurement of interested items is also necessary to evaluate

the performances of MMW imaging systems and to offer
database for the contraband items detection, classification,
and identification [8, 9].

To achieve an accurate measurement and a higher spatial
resolution, a high-gain low sidelobe level antenna is essential
for the radiometer system [10]. The offset parabolic antennas
bring attractive properties over the axially symmetric ones in
lower sidelobes and higher main beam efficiencies and are
considered to be more suitable for radiometry applications
[11, 12]. However, the asymmetric field distribution in the
reflector leads to a higher cross-polarization level. To reduce
the cross-polarization of offset reflector antennas, corrugated
horns are often used as primary feeds to match the focal
region fields of the reflector antenna [13], whereas it brings
the expense of aperture efficiency,manufacturing complexity,
and mass [14]. In this paper, a compact multimode feed horn
is proposed with a small aperture diameter to achieve the
cross-polarization reduction. Also the presented feed can be
more easily manufactured.

Various types of radiometers such as Dicke switching
[15], noise injection [10], and noise-adding [16] have been
applied for radiometricmeasurements. And the noise-adding
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radiometer is employed in the developed system since it
is advantageous over other radiometers for minimal RF
hardware added [16]. Due to an unavoidable settling time for
the signal passing through the low-pass filter, the digitalized
radiometer output samples near the noise source switch-
ing boundaries must be excluded by setting a duty cycle.
Though the threshold of duty cycle was set as 0.3 in [16],
its determination process was not presented in that paper.
And the duty cycle for the noise-adding radiometer with
different parameters should be different. However, there is
not any published references for the optimum duty cycle
determination to our knowledge. To deal with this issue, a
theoretical criterion for duty cycle determination is provided
in this paper. In addition, as the passive image obtained by
mechanical two-dimensional scanning suffers from a barrel
distortion, a distorted image correction method is presented
in this paper to achieve a better interpretation.

The rest of this paper will be organized as follows.
Section 2 demonstrates the radiometer system architecture
and describes the design of radiometer receiver in detail.
Also the W-band offset parabolic antenna with a multistep
structure multimode feed is proposed in this section. The
radiometer measurement model is established and the duty
cycle for a rejection of extraneous contributions from the low-
pass filter is determined in theory in Section 3. Preliminary
experiment results are presented in Section 4 to verify the
radiometer system. The last section is the conclusion.

2. The W-Band Radiometer System

2.1. Introduction of the System. Figure 1 illustrates the block
diagram of the developed W-band radiometer system which
is composed of the offset parabolic antenna, the radiometer
front end, the intermediate frequency (IF) section, the video
signal processing module, the central processing and con-
trol embedded system, the Global Positioning System and
BeiDou Navigation Satellite System (GPS/BDS) integrated
multimode receiver, the two-dimensional scanner, the servo
controller, the data acquisition board, and the industrial per-
sonal computer (IPC). The front end and the IF component
are all housed in an insulated box whose temperature stays
stablewithin 40–45∘C in outdoor operationswith a variability
of 0.2 K accomplished by a PID thermal controller. The
employed thermal control measures are helpful to stabilize
the receiver because the gain of the front end and IF
component is sensitive to the temperature variation. The
whole radiometer receiver is contained in the radiometer box
which can be placed on the two-dimensional scanner. As
the radiometer system has a loose requirement for imaging
time in the applications of this paper, a low-cost mechanical
scanningmanner is applied in spite of a lower imaging speed.
The servo controller, the data acquisition board, and the IPC
are mounted in a control cabinet for the conveniences of
operation. An overview of the developed radiometer system
is presented in Figure 2.

While working, the W-band radiometer placed on the
scanner is driven by the servo controller which has an angular
measurement error of less than 0.05∘. It can observe a scene

at a given angle or within a certain angular range. The infor-
mation of the radiometer system like output voltage, current
pointed position, and measurement results is all displayed in
both of the embedded central processing and control unit and
IPC.Moreover, theGPS/BD receiver provides an information
of time, latitude, and longitude of operation.

2.2. Receiver Description. The radiometer receiver consists
of the single-pole double-throw (SPDT) PIN switch, the
directional coupler, the isolator, the local oscillator (LO), the
mixer, the IF amplifier, the square-law detector, and the video
signal processing circuit. The block diagram of the receiver is
shown in Figure 3.

The LO is a critical element in the receiver develop-
ment. Due to a finite mixer LO-RF isolation, the LO signal
leakage from LO port to RF port of the mixer will result
in reverse radiation and deteriorate the radiometer’s perfor-
mance greatly [17]. The employed LO with a Gunn diode
shows a frequency of 94.5 GHz, with output power of 14 dBm
and typical frequency stability of 5MHz/∘C. Besides, an
isolator is placed between the coupler and themixer to reduce
the effects of reverse radiation, which performs a maximum
insertion loss of 0.9 dB and a minimum isolation of 18 dB at
operating frequencies. The exploited balanced double-side-
band (DSB) mixer characterizes a maximum conversation
loss of 9 dB, a noise figure of 8 dB, and a typical LO-RF
isolation of 18 dB. Also a preamplifier with a bandwidth of
100–2500MHz and a gain of 20 dB is integrated within the
mixer to improve the overall receiver performance.

Additionally, the noise injected by the noise source via
a directional coupler is taken as the reference hot load to
improve the measurement accuracy. The solid noise source
employed is featured by an ENR of 14 dB at the receiver
operation frequencies; that is, the increased noise temper-
ature is around 7284K when the noise source is switched
on. To prevent a saturation of the receiver caused by such
a large noise power, a directional coupler with a coupling
factor of −13 dB and an insertion loss of 1 dB is used. The
downconverted signal of the mixer is amplified by an IF
amplifier and is then connected to a square-law detector
whose output voltage is proportional to the noise power. The
input to the square-law detector must be within its linear
range and must be low enough not to saturate the device.
The realized IF amplifier component, which is characterized
by the centre frequency of 1.5 GHz, a bandwidth of 2GHz,
a noise figure of 1.5 dB, and a maximum gain of 36 dB,
consists of a band-pass filter and a two-stage monolithic
amplifier and a voltage controlled attenuator to adjust the
system gain. The video signal amplification is realized with
the instrumentation amplifiers, and the analogue integrator
is composed by a simple passive resistor-capacitor (RC)
filter with a cutoff frequency of approximately 20 kHz. The
video amplifier output is then connected to the central
processing and control unit to extract brightness temperature
estimations of the observed scene.

2.3. Design of the W-Band Offset Parabolic Antenna. In order
to achieve a better measurement accuracy and space resolu-
tion, a high-gain low sidelobe level and low Voltage Standing
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the W-band radiometric imaging system.
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Figure 2: A picture of the W-band radiometer system.

Wave Ratio (VSWR) antenna is of great significance for the
radiometric systems. Hence, a large aperture W-band offset
reflector antenna is presented tomeet the above requirements
in the paper. However, the offset reflector antenna will suffer
from a high cross-polarization level due to the structure
asymmetry [18]. In order to reduce the cross-polarization
level, a multimode feed horn is proposed.

The geometry of the offset parabolic antenna, which is
composed of the offset reflector and the feed, is shown in
Figure 4. The offset reflector is shaped by the intersection
of a cylindrical surface and a paraboloid defined by 𝑧 =

(𝑥

2

+ 𝑦

2

)/4𝑓. That is to say, the offset reflector has a circular
projected aperture with the diameter of𝐷.

In Figure 4, 𝑓 denotes the focal length of the paraboloid
and it is 125mm for the designed antenna and 𝜓

0
indicates

the offset angle. Due to an asymmetric structure, the cross-
polarization level of an offset parabolic antenna is impacted
seriously by the offset angle whose value is set as 𝜓

0
= 5.7∘

based on the simulation. And this shapes an elliptic reflector
with a longer dimension of 300mm and with a projected
aperture diameter of 𝐷 = 250mm. Moreover, the offset
height 𝑑 is set to be 12.5mm to ensure that the feed would
not block the ray from the bottom reflector surface.

To achieve a lower sidelobe level and cross-polarization
level, the conjugate match technique is employed which
ensures that the feed field distribution is the conjugate
match of the focal plane field of offset reflector. The induced
currents on the reflector mirror surface can be obtained
with the surface current method and then the focal plane
field distribution is derived by employing the Stratton-Chu
formulas. Also for the feed of offset parabolic reflector,
it requires a lower cross-polarization and no side-lobes
subtended by the reflector [19]. Hence, a multimode feed
horn with amultistep structure is proposed tomeet the above
requirements. The overview of geometry of the multimode
feed horn is illustrated in Figure 5.

As can be seen from the figure, the whole multimode feed
horn consists of seven parts. The section from “AB” to “CD”
is the conversion stage from a standard waveguide to a square
waveguide, where TE

10
and TE

01
mode are propagating at

the output. The parts from “DE” to “EF” are the conversion
section from a square waveguide to a circular waveguide with
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radiometric imaging.

the only TE
11

mode propagation at the output, and the last
parts are an excitation section where TE

11
, TM
11
, and TE

12

mode are propagating simultaneously, while other unwanted
high-order modes are suppressed. The lists of all geometry
parameters are presented in Table 1.

As shown in Figure 6, the fabricated offset parabolic
antenna is simulated with FEKO and measured in the
anechoic chamber. The simulation and measurement results
of primary polarization and cross-polarization of the antenna
at frequency 94.5GHz are shown in Figures 7(a) and 7(b),
respectively.

As seen from Figure 7 that the measurements show a
good general agreement with the simulations. The detailed
measurement results at frequency of 91 GHz, 94.5 GHz, and
97GHz are presented in Table 2.

From the results in Table 2, we can know that the gain is
larger than 41.2 dB, sidelobe level is less than −25.5 dB, half-
power beamwidth is less than 1∘, and cross-polarization level
is below −31.4 dB at frequencies 91–97GHz.

3. System Measurement Model

While the radiometer is working, the input noise from
the antenna or the reference matched load is added with
the injected noise generated by the noise source, which is
modulated with a periodic square wave. When the noise
source is switched on and off, the video amplifier’s output

which is proportional to the input noise power can be
expressed by the following equations, respectively:

𝑉ON = 𝐶𝑑𝐺𝑘𝐵 (𝑇𝑎 + 𝑇𝑅 + 𝑇on) + 𝑉𝑧,

𝑉OFF = 𝐶𝑑𝐺𝑘𝐵 (𝑇𝑎 + 𝑇𝑅 + 𝑇off) + 𝑉𝑧,
(1)

where 𝐶
𝑑
is the square-law detector sensitivity, 𝐺 is the

receiver gain, 𝑘 is the Boltzmann constant, 𝐵 is the system
bandwidth predetection, 𝑇

𝑎
is the antenna temperature, 𝑇

𝑅

is the equivalent input noise temperature of the radiometer
receiver,𝑇on and𝑇off are the injected noise temperature when
the noise source is on and off, respectively, and 𝑉

𝑧
is the zero

offset voltage of the video amplifier.
A variable𝐾

𝑥
is defined as

𝐾

𝑥
=

𝑉OFF
(𝑉ON − 𝑉OFF)

=

(𝑇

𝑎
+ 𝑇

𝑅
+ 𝑇off)

Δ𝑇

𝑁

+

𝑉

𝑧

(𝑉ON − 𝑉OFF)
,

(2)

where Δ𝑇
𝑁
= 𝑇on − 𝑇off is the difference of the injected noise

temperature between the noise source’s on and off status, and
it can be expressed by

Δ𝑇

𝑁
= 𝑇on − 𝑇off = 𝐶𝑇𝑜ENR, (3)

where 𝐶 is the coupling factor of the directional coupler,
𝑇

𝑜
= 290K is the IEEE standard temperature, and ENR is the

excess noise ratio of the noise source. To eliminate impacts
of the receiver equivalent noise temperature and the zero
offset voltage of the video amplifier, the periodic calibration
technique in [20] is exploited; that is, the scene and the
reference load are observed alternatively by controlling the
SPDT PIN switch. So the observed brightness temperature of
𝑇

𝑎
can be resolved by

𝑇

𝑎
= 𝑇

𝑚
− Δ𝑇

𝑁
(𝐾

𝑚
− 𝐾

𝑥
) , (4)

where 𝑇
𝑚
is the physical temperature of the matched load

and 𝐾
𝑚
is the defined voltage ratio in (2) for the observation

of matched load. The radiometer output signal is commonly
digitized with the data acquisition board and processed to
obtain the voltage ratio. As illustrated in Figure 8, a typical
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Figure 5: Geometry of multimode horn feed.

Table 1: Geometry parameters lists of the multimode feed horn.

ℎ1 (mm) ℎ2 (mm) ℎ3 (mm) ℎ4 (mm) ℎ5 (mm) ℎ6 (mm) ℎ7 (mm)
3 1.2 3 3.7 1.85 5.56 5.56
𝑎 (mm) 𝑏 (mm) 𝑎1 (mm) 𝑏1 (mm) 𝑐 (mm) 𝑟 (mm) 𝑅 (mm)
1.27 2.54 1.64 2.23 1.91 1.15 2.22

Figure 6: A picture of the designed W-band offset parabolic
antenna.

radiometer output is a square wave and it is obvious that there
is a transient response of the antialiasing and low-pass filters
near the switching boundaries.

Similar to the gated integration processing method given
in [16], a series of output samples are averaged over the
individual time gates to form the integrated on and off
voltages

𝑉ON =
1

𝐿𝑑𝑇

𝐿−1

∑

𝑖=0

∫

0.5𝑇

(0.5−𝑑)𝑇

V (𝑡 + 𝑖𝑇) 𝑑𝑡,

𝑉OFF =
1

𝐿𝑑𝑇

𝐿−1

∑

𝑖=0

∫

𝑇

(1−𝑑)𝑇

V (𝑡 + 𝑖𝑇) 𝑑𝑡,

(5)

where𝑇 is the switching period of the noise source, 𝑑 is a duty
cycle of the time gate relative to the switching period, and
𝐿 is the switching periods per an integration time. Though
the duty cycle was set at or below 0.3 to reject extraneous
contributions from the transient response of the filter in [16],
the determination of this threshold is not described in the
literature. As a simple RC low-pass filter is employed as the

integrator in the receiver, its time response to the Heaviside
function with a step 𝑉

𝑇
can be written as

𝑉RC (𝑡) =
{

{

{

{

{

0 𝑡 < 0

𝑉

𝑇
exp(− 𝑡

𝜏RC
) 𝑡 ≥ 0,

(6)

where 𝜏RC is the time constant of the RC low-pass filter. It
can be seen from this formula that a settling time is required
to obtain a correct integrator output value. Supposing that𝑁
is the number of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) bits
and LSB is the least significant bit, the voltage step 𝑉

𝑇
can be

expressed with the full-scale voltage of ADC by

𝑉

𝑇
= 𝜌2

𝑁LSB, (7)

where 𝜌 is the ratio of the voltage step 𝑉
𝑇
to the full-scale

voltage of ADC. It takes a settling time of 𝑡set for a step signal
with the amplitude of 𝑉

𝑇
passing through the integrator to

reach a resolution of the ADC; that is,

𝑉

𝑇
(1 − exp(−

𝑡set
𝜏RC
)) = 𝑉

𝑇
−

LSB
2

. (8)

So the settling time of the integrator can be obtained from (8)
by the following expression:

𝑡set = 𝜏RC [(𝑁 + 1) ln 2 + ln 𝜌] = 𝜏RC𝜂set, (9)

where 𝑁 is the number of the ADC bits and 𝜂set is defined
as the settling time coefficient which is a ratio of the settling
time to the integrator time constant. To illustrate how the
settling time coefficient changes with the number of ADCbits
and the voltage step value in detail, a plot of the settling time
coefficients under different values of𝑁 and 𝜌 is presented in
Figure 9.

It can be seen from Figure 9 that a higher 𝑁 results
in a larger settling time coefficient under the same voltage
step value; that is to say, a higher resolution ADC will
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Figure 7: The simulation and measurement results of (a) primary polarization and (b) cross-polarization at frequency 94.5GHz.

Table 2: Measurement results of the W-band parabolic offset antenna.

Frequency
(GHz)

Gain
(dB)

Sidelobe level
(dB)

Half-power
beamwidth

(∘)

Cross-polarization
level (dB)

91 41.26 −25.68 0.98 −31.6

94.5 41.41 −25.87 0.96 −31.47

97 41.98 −25.56 0.92 −31.8
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Figure 8: A typical output of the designed radiometer.

require a longer setting time.Also, the settling time coefficient
increases with the natural logarithm of the voltage step value,
and a larger voltage step will contribute a larger settling time.
For the common 12-bit and 16-bit ADCs, the settling time is
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Figure 9: Plot of the settling time coefficients under different values
of𝑁 and 𝜌.

about 9 and 11.8 times of the time constant, respectively, with
a voltage step of the ADC full-scale voltage.

In the developed W-band radiometer, a 16-bit ADC is
employed and the effective integration time is 16𝜇s for the
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Figure 11: A picture of the imaging scenario.

integrator with a cutoff frequency of 20 kHz. In addition, a
step of 30% of full-scale voltage is caused by the injected noise
on top of the receiver noise, and the obtained settling time
is approximately 0.17ms by inserting the above parameters
into (9). Thereafter, the duty cycle should be less than 0.33
considering that the switching frequency of the noise source
is 1 kHz.

4. Preliminary Experiment Results

Initially, the developed radiometer was calibrated with the
tipping curve calibration method [21, 22] which takes the
atmosphere under clear weather condition as a reference
load because of the inconvenient operation in conventional
liquid nitrogen calibration. Several groups of measurement
data at the zenith angles of 0∘, 48∘, 60∘, 66.5∘, and 70.5∘ were
processed to determine the system calibration coefficients by
applying atmospheric radiation transfer theory.

Subsequently, several experiments were conducted to
evaluate the correctness of theoretical guideline for the duty
cycle determination. An ambient absorber was observed
continuously with the calibrated radiometer for about 30
minutes. And several groups of data samples chosen from the
digitalized video amplifier output signal with different duty
cycles were processed to retrieve the brightness temperature
of the absorber. The number of time gates was adjusted to
achieve an integration time of 1 s over which the output
samples were averaged to form an integrated on and off

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

...

ΔAZ

ΔEL

Figure 12: Sketch of scanning path for the scenario imaging.

voltage. Also, the physical temperature of the absorber was
monitored continuously with a precise thermometer. The
temperature errors between the observed brightness temper-
ature and monitored physical temperature were taken as a
tool to evaluate the impacts on systemmeasurement accuracy
of duty cycles. A plot of the temperature error varying with
the duty cycle whose range is from 0.28 to 0.42 by a step of
0.02 is presented in Figure 10.

From the figure we can find that the logarithm of
temperature error increases approximately linearly with the
duty cycle in the range from 0.32 to 0.42. It is because the
output voltage error, which is proportional to the observed
brightness temperature error of the radiometer, relates to
the duty cycle in an exponential form as shown in (8). And
the temperature error is negligible when the duty cycle is
smaller than 0.34. It validates the theoretical economic duty
cycle threshold of 0.33 which is derived from the expression
of settling time for the developed W-band radiometer in
Section 3. Also it can be seen that the measurement variances
under different duty cycles are almost the same due to the
same radiometric resolution.

In addition, outdoor imaging experiments were con-
ducted on the roof of a building in Nanjing. The day was
clear with the surface temperature around 300K. A picture of
the imaging scenario is shown in Figure 11 and the distance
between the radiometer and the wall is about 20m. The
azimuth angle starts from −30∘ to 30∘ and the elevation
angle range is 0–20∘. Considering the angular resolution of
1∘ and the Nyquist sampling criterion, the scan step is set as
0.5∘. The sketch of scanning path is presented in Figure 12,
and the whole distance lasts approximately 20 minutes. The
radiometer output signal is acquired and processed after each
step during a continuous antenna movement to obtain a
pixel. To achieve a compromise between scanning speed and
measurement accuracy, the reference matched load is only
observed at the ending point of each scanning line (depicted
by a square in Figure 12), and observation results are derived
from the measurement data of the field of view.The obtained
imaging result is presented in Figure 13.

It is evident that the obtained passive image suffered from
a barrel distortion due to the fact that the two-dimensional
scanner moves in spherical coordinates.Therefore, it necessi-
tates a geometric correction for image processing. To correct
the distorted image, the mathematical geometric correction
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model whose parameters are determined by the scanning
conditions is initially set up.The image correction process can
be divided into two steps: (1) establish mapping coordinate
relationship between the distortion pixel and reference pixel
and determine the real pixel coordinate; (2) determine the
gray value of each pixel using the interpolation.

As shown in Figure 14, 𝐴 is a pixel in the distorted
image of 𝐹(𝑥, 𝑦) with the coordinate of (𝑥

𝐴

, 𝑦



𝐴

), 𝐴 is the
mapping pixel of𝐴 in the reference image of𝐹(𝑥, 𝑦)with the
coordinate of (𝑥

𝐴
, 𝑦

𝐴
).Themapping relationships between𝐴

and 𝐴 can be described as in the following equations:

𝑥

𝐴
= 𝑥



𝐴

,

𝑦

𝐴
= sec 𝜃AZ ⋅ 𝑦



𝐴

,

(10)

where 𝜃AZ denotes the azimuth angle. When corrected, the
pixel of 𝐴 in the distorted image of 𝐹(𝑥, 𝑦) is simply
assigned to themapping pixel of𝐴. However, it is necessary to
note that the interpolation technique is exploited to fill some
pixels due to nonlinear mapping relationship. The corrected
passive image of the scenario is shown in Figure 15.

Compared with the distorted image, the corrected one is
intuitive and convenient for the analysis. From the figure it
is shown that brightness temperature of the scenario varies
from 140K to 280K, where the coldest sky appears dark,
whereas the wall has the highest temperature. The profile of

140

160

180

200

220

240

260

280

(K
)

Figure 15: The corrected passive image of the building.

the building is clear due to a large contrast between it and the
cold sky. The details of the windows can be also observed for
the reflectivity differences between the glasses and metallic
bars and it shows the high angular resolution of the designed
offset parabolic antenna.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have demonstrated a W-band noise-adding
radiometer system with the large aperture offset parabolic
antenna for radiometric measurements. An offset parabolic
antenna with a projected aperture diameter of 250mm is
presented. And a multistep structure multimode feed horn
is proposed to guarantee the performances of the offset
parabolic antenna. The antenna measurement results show
that the half-power beamwidth is less than 1∘, the sidelobe
level is below −25.5 dB, and the cross-polarization level is
below −31.4 dB at operating frequencies.

To reject extraneous contributions from the transient
responses of the integrator, the selection of duty cycle value
is derived in theory. It is proved that a higher resolution ADC
and a larger voltage step caused by the injected noise will
contribute a lower duty cycle. For the developed radiometer
which employs a switching frequency of 1 kHz, a 16-bit
ADC, an integrator with cutoff frequency of 20 kHz, and
the duty cycle should be less than 0.33. Also a periodic
calibration technique is employed to remove drifts of the
receiver equivalent noise temperature and the zero offset
voltage of the video amplifier. And a correction model is
proposed to correct the passive image which suffers from a
distortion due to spherical scanning.

The designed W-band radiometer in this paper stays
focused on the measurement accuracy besides imaging func-
tion and is suitable for the applications which have require-
ments for themeasurement accuracy such asmeasurement of
MMWradiation properties of matter and evaluation of smart
MMW sensors operation environment. The improvement of
scanning manner to reduce imaging time will be the work of
further research.
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